**Capture Camera Clip**

**Camera Carry System**

works with Peak Design Capture accessories, Anchors, Straps and Tripods

**Ideal for**
outdoors, travel, sports, studio and wedding photography

**Rated to hold over 200+ lbs (90+ kg)**

ultra-secure & convenient camera carry

**Works on**
all size cameras

fully compatible with Arca® type tripods Manfrotto® RC2 compatibility available with Dual Plate

contains Capture Clip V3 and Standard Plate

**Quick Setup Guide**

1. Install plate use included hex wrench to install Standard Plate

! Always check that plate is secure before using

Standard Plate has 4-way entry into Capture Clip

Standard Plate is compatible with Arca Style tripods

2. Install clip loosen and tighten bolts evenly

Manfrotto® RC2 compatibility available with Dual Plate

for added stability with larger camera and lens combinations, check out Pro Pad

3. Attach camera insert into slot on clip (lens down)

use as a stable & convenient lens-changing platform

**Our Family of Plates and Adapter Kits**

let you also carry lenses and GoPros

*accessories sold separately

**Warranty**

Register and activate lifetime warranty

pkdsn.com/register

**More Info + Videos**

pkdsn.com/capture

**Welcome to the Peak Design Ecosystem**
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**Join Peak Design on your favorite social media!**

#findyourpeak

**Register and Activate Lifetime Warranty**

pkdsn.com/register

**Camera Carry System**

y système de transport pour appareil photo

カメラキャリーシステム